numbers in western Europe therefore had to switch from trade-related work in cities to feudal agriculture in the i n t e r i~r .~ In another example, Lerner, Meacham, and Bums' survey of Western Civilization, now in its eleventh edition, recognizes that the Pirenne thesis is "no longer widely accepted" but recommends its study by students and upholds it themes:
When the Arabs conquered the southern Mediterranean shore and took to the sea in the seventh century, northwestern Europe was finally thrown back upon itself and forced to look away from the Mediterranean."
Even in Charles Kimball's recent study of Christian-Muslim relations, which pleads for respect for Muslim points of view, the same use of Pirenne arises. Muslims "disrupted the unity of the Mediterranean world and displaced the axis of Christendom to the N~r t h . "~
Outline and Status of the Pirenne Thesis
Using the available economic, social, and linguistic evidence, Pirenne asserted that the institutional western Roman Empire was actually perpetuated by the invading Germanic peoples. Far from deliberately destroying classical Roman culture, they admired and maintained its essential features. The trading unity of the entire Mediterranean was preserved with its concomitant unity of language and ideas. Constantinople was the power center of Mediterranean unity, and the "Byzantinization" of the West was underway by 600 CE in Pirenne's opinion.
The Islamic conquests in the Mediterranean basin were identified by Pirenne as the true cause of the dissolution of the western Roman Empire. He said that Muslims halted trade between the western and eastern parts of the Roman Empire and that areas governed by Germanic rulers who did not submit to Islamic rule were cut off from the eastern Mediterranean, as was Gaul. Westerners who resisted were blockaded by the Muslims and forced to live on their own resources. Such developments sealed the disappearance in Gaul of the Romanic, Mediterranean-oriented Merovingians and enabled the rise of the Carolingians with their more northern capital at Aachen, their more Germanic orientation, and their feudal vassalage. The western Mediterranean became a "Muslim lake." The Pope in Rome eventually found relations with the Emperor in Constantinople too arduous to sustain in view of Islamic strength. He therefore turned to the Carolingians for protection and alliance. Christian administrators and their institutions were welcomed in the new and unfolding structures of the Carolingians. Pirenne believed that this developmental phase, when antiquity disappeared and European feudalism surfaced, took place roughly during 650to 750 CE at the time of the Islamic conquests. At Rome on Christmas Day in 800 CE, Pope Leo I11 crowned Charlemagne as Emperor, leading Pirenne to assert boldly, "It is therefore strictly correct to say that without Mohammed Charlemagne would have been inc~nceivable."~ This striking and often quoted passage has turned out to be not so strictly correct.
Historians have scrutinized Pirenne's thesis from a variety of perspectives. Alfred Havighurst's collection of critical essays went through three revised editions. Although in Pirenne's time the scarcity of evidence from the years 400-800 CE made conclusions problematic, it has been possible for scholars since then to refute his thesis in many particulars and to weaken, revise, or even discard it. Critics claim first that there are explanations other than the Islamic conquests for the disappearance in Gaul of imported goods from the East. Second, in the Islamic tradition there has been no blanket prohibition on trade with non-Muslims. Third, the Carolingians carried on appreciable foreign trade, but it was in a northerly direction. Fourth, there are a variety of plausible reasons other than Arab disruption why the Carolingians abandoned Roman gold coinage and switched to silver. Finally, Hodges and Whitehouse, handling archeological evidence, place the final degradation of Rome in the sixth century, so that before the Arabs arrived, conditions in the western Mediterranean bore little resemblance to those in the second century.'
A search through the literature shows that Hodges and Whitehouse, who published in 1983, have had the last word. Scholars have not issued anything in English on the Pirenne Thesis since then. This dearth may mean that the conclusions from the new archeological evidence of researchers such as Hodges and Whitehouse cannot be refuted. However, my study of an Islamic source shows a further criticism of the Pireme Thesis: on the southern shore of the Mediterranean and Spain between 650 and 750 CE,Muslims conquered with horsemen, were not seafaring in this part of the Mediterranean, and found no vital, unified trading network or institutions to depredate.
Description of an Islamic Source: al-BalZdhuri
Current evidence for economic activity in the central and western Mediterranean during the years 650-800 CE is meager on the Islamic side. Primary documents in English are difficult to locate, and much research on documents remains to be done before scholars can judge this period more confidently. An early Islamic historian of the Arab conquests is Ahmad alBalZdhuri (d. 892 CE), a native of Baghdad.8 His eminent history, The Origins of the Islamic State (''Futiih al-B~ldZn"~; literally, "Conquests of the Lands"), is an important source for many later Muslim geographers and historians of the Arab conquests. In addition, al-Balzdhuri is said to have travelled from Iraq to visit the provinces about whose conquests he wrote.
The writing style of al-Balrdhuri's ''FuMlf' seems unfamiliar to someone accustomed only to traditional western historiography. Instead of the usual western linear narrative reflecting one point of view, al-BalZdhuri's method is to sift and select among available reports and then order them. One type of report is explicitly prefaced by the names of a chain of oral reporters representing the path of transmission of that particular text. AlBalZdhuri is typically third in line for such reports about the early Islamic conquests. His second type of report is not attested, and he often strings these together to form a short narrative on the lines of western historiography. Al-Balzdhuri frequently relays without comment or resolution reports that conflict with one another. His style is to present a balanced but critical image of events instead of merely his personal judgment.1° Thus it is not strictly correct to oppose al-Bala'dhuri's "view" with that of Pirenne, for al-BalZdhuri offers adiversity of views. What I have done is to mine alBalzdhuri's history for whatever evidence is germane to Pirenne's thesis.
What follows is the result of my investigation of pages 335-375 of alBalzdhuri's history. This section is the only part that concerns Egypt, North Africa, Spain, and Sicily. It covers the period from 640 CE through the reign of the 'Abbzsid caliph H;iru'n ar-Rashid, ca. 800 CE, the period during which Pirenne claimed the Arabs destroyed the western Roman Empire and enabled the emergence of Charlemagne's kingdom. AlBala'dhuri provides dates either according to the reigning caliph or according to the Islamic calendar (AH).
Al-BalTdhuri writes that a Muslim commander, ' A m ibn-al-'As ,I1 sallied forth from Caesarea in Palestine with 3,500 soldiers in 19 AH (640 CE) and effected the first invasion of Egypt. He conquered al-Fusfq (part of present-day Cairo) and made his headquarters there as governor.12 He was responsible to the caliph 'Umar in Medina. Al-Balzdhuri's reports differ about whether 'Umar ordered ' A m to invade Egypt or wanted to restrain 'Amr from doing so. After the victory at al-FusfZf, ' A m established material proof of subjection by levying a head-tax on all nonMuslims and a tax on their land. He also parcelled out plots of their land to the conquerors.13
After seeking permission from 'Umar, 'Amr embarked on the conquest of the major coastal city of Alexandria in 21 AH (641 CE). He took the city by force, plundered it, forwarded one-fifth of the booty to Medina, and set a head tax on everyone. There is no mention of what the city meant to the Muslims apart from the spoils and the taxes. In particular, there is no mention of Alexandria's economic importance, if any. 'Amr simply appointed a governor and returned to al-FUS!~~. Heraclius, "The Chief of the Greeks" (reigned 610-641 CE), dispatched troops by sea to Alexandria. They re-took the city and its surrounding villages. In 26 AH (646 CE), during the caliphate of 'Uthman, ' A m headed north with his army and captured Alexandria a second time, although his headquarters remained at al-FusfZt. If Alexandria had been a thriving mercantile center involved in significant trade with all parts of the Mediterranean, then conceivably ' A m would have remained on the spot from the beginning to oversee and exploit the wealth.l4
Among the early conquerors that al-BalZdhuri describes in this part of his history, ' A m alone seemed to have had some sense that there was benefit in cultivating commerce and promoting productivity among those he vanquished. In one instance, he refused to mete out newly won Egyptian land to the Muslim invaders. He wrote to 'Umar, "Leave it as it is, so that the descendants of the descendants may profit by it."15 In another instance, 'UthmZn noticed that his relative, 'Abdallah ibn-Sa'd, whom he appointed as governor of Egypt, could raise double the taxes from the Egyptians that ' A m had been remitting to Medina. 'UthmZn then declared to ' A m , "After thee the milch camels have yielded more milk." ' A m replied, "This is because ye have emaciated their young."16
Taxes on the Egyptians were expected to be paid in cash, in dinars, but they were also collected in the form of food that was shipped to Medina: wheat, oil, honey, and vinegar are specifically mentioned." Oil and Gaza wine were two items whose disappearance from western Europe after 700 CE was cited by Pirenne in support of his thesis. However, there is no suggestion in al-BalZdhuri that the Muslim rulers were diverting these Egyptian foodstuffs from an export trade.
Before his re-conquest of Alexandria, ' A m had raided westward along the coast of North Africa. He prevailed against the coastal towns of Barkah18 and Zaw'ilah.19 The area, al-Maghrib, was fertile land. ' A m asse'ssed the residents of ZawTla an amount of tax that "he saw would be tolerated by them."20 The inhabitants of al-Maghrib, whom the Arabs called "Berbers," consisted of sedentary farmers, probably Christian. They lived in settlements near the coast, but there were also nomadic groups farther inland.21 'Amr is reported reckoning Berber slave women or children as forms of payment of the poll-tax. Some Arabs must have been seizing Berber women for slaves or wives because 'Umar wrote an order forbidding this practice: Muslims who wished to marry Berber women had to do so legally and by correct custom.22 'Umar's prohibition can be construed as evidence of the Islamic state's desire to respect rather than disrupt the lives of local people in the conquered territories.
' A m then advanced to AfrZt~ulus,~~ seized it, and carried away its merchants' silk brocade. The silk must have originated from east of the Mediterranean, but al-Balzdhuri's reports contain no suggestion of any maritime trade, whether in silk or other products. ' A m then asked permission from 'Umar to advance to Ifn3~iyah~~ (CarthagelTunis). 'Umar refused, claiming that the inhabitants werl known for their treachery in not paying tribute. One of al-Balzdhuri's reports claims that 'Amr proceeded anyway and took Ifr'ikiyah by capitulation. Other reports state that the new caliph 'Uthmh dispitched not 'Arnr but 'UthmZnin's relative 'Abdalla on a raid with horsemen against IfGiyah and that the area was taken by force. The upper classes bribed the invaders with gold to quit their region, which they did. Again there is no mention of commercial activities or the invaders' interest in any such thing.
The Muslims returned and captured If%iyah about twenty years later in the time of the Umaiyadz5 caliph Mu'Zwiyah (ruled 661-680 CE) of Damascus. On this occasion the military commander parcelled out If%iyah to the victorious Muslims and built a new city, al-Kairaw'Tn, near a silver mine south of Ifr3iyah. The silver mine must have been a singular attraction because otherwise the site of al-~airawzn was "a thicket covered with tamarisk and other trees and which nobody could attempt because of the beasts, snakes, and deadly scorpions."26 It is notable that the Muslim victors would build a new city in a pestiferous area and not find it more attractive simply to remain in the Carthage~Tunis enclave. If, contrary to Pirenne' s claim, there were no Mediterranean trade or activity of any scale in that region to be exploited, then it would make sense that the acquisitive Muslims would fasten on a silver mine instead.
The invasions of Sicily were undertaken during the caliphate of MuLZwiyah. Apparently a lengthy, troublesome process was involved because at the time of his writing 150 years later, al-BalZdhuri states that twenty of its cities "are still in the hands of the Moslems." The only booty he mentions is "idols of gold and silver studded with pearls."27 There is no record of how these raiders reached Sicily or from where; or of any mercantile activity the Muslims coveted, disrupted, or with which they interfered.
In the year 89 AH (707 CE), the governor of Ifniiyah, MCsa i b n -N u~a i r ,~~ struck out westward with his horsemen and occupied T a~~j a h .~~ The distance covered was roughly 1,000 miles, in the space of which Mu-sa apparently encountered no opposition. According to the previous practice in North Africa, he distributed plots of land in Tanjah to the Muslim victors and set taxes. Before returning to Ifaiyah, '~l i s a appointed TZik ibnZiyZd as governor. Three years later in 92 AH (710 CE), TEr& arranged to use the ships of a certain UlyG, the commander of the Straits of Gibraltar, to cross into Andalusia with his horsemen.30 f i s a reprimanded TErib in a manner reminiscent of the 'Umar/'Amr friction for acting without orders and for risking Muslim lives. After establishing headquarters at Cordova, TZiik conquered the Christians' capital, T~laifulah.~' Al-BalZdhuri records his only booty to be a wonderful table which, in 96AH (714CE), was offered to the caliph 'Abd-al-Malik in D a m a s c u~.~~ There again is no sense that T%k smashed a unified and vital commercial network nor that he was seeking local control of such trading operations. He himself was without ships.
For the next century there were incessant problems of political unrest in the conquered territories of North Africa and Spain. The Muslim garrisons of North Africa rebelled against one another, against the Umaiyads at Damascus, and later against the 'AbbZsids at Baghdad. Al-BaEdhuri records chronic assassinations, intrigue, and uprisings throughout these frontier regions. Both local inhabitants and Muslim troops themselves frequently revolted against the garrison governors. Such conditions are hardly conducive to sustaining or establishing long-distance, maritime trading networks.
At this stage al-BalZdhuri's history breaks off. One general assessment of the situation at this point comes from the noted Islamicist Marshall G.S. Hodgson who indicates that at the beginning of the ninth century CE, there was anything but unity in the western Islamic areas. Spain was ruled by separatist Umaiyads, the Tangier area by the Idcsids, and Ifn3iyah by the Aalabids, with the Rustamids sandwiched between the latter two rivals. Egypt was under 'AbbZsid control from Baghdad. The western groups did not take orders from the 'Abbzsids but set their own laws and policies.33
Inferences Relevant to the Pirenne Thesis
The impression from al-BalZdhuri's history first of all is that Egypt, North Africa, and Spain in the first two Islamic centuries were a frontier backwater. Al-BalZdhuri devotes only forty pages out of 750, or six percent of his book, to this geographic area. In describing the conquest of Barkah, he quotes the son of ' A m as saying, "Had it not been for my possessions in al-Hijaz (western Arabia), I would live in Barkah, because I know of no place that is more safe or isolated than it."34 Medina, then Damascus, and finally Baghdad were the centers of the Islamic world in the time frame under discussion. Outlying areas in the Maghrib were brought into the Islamic orbit not because they were wealthy or attractive to the caliphate but apparently because they offered easy opportunities for land-grabbing by adventurous, semi-independent chiefs like ' A m and ?Grit.
Second, the conquerors reflected a warrior culture bent on extending their lordship of the land and on winning booty for themselves and their empire. It seems that the pickings were skimpy. All that TTrik netted from Spain that could be reported was a table. Sicily yielded some gold and silver figurines decorated with pearls. The wealthiest area may have been Ifnkiyah, where there was some silk, gold, and a silver mine. These early conquerors appeared indifferent to trade; instead of capitalizing on and developing TunisICarthage as a trading area, they founded the inland city al-Kairawan instead. They showed no interest in establishing a common religion, language, or law among the subjugated peoples. They were not intent on disruption of what they conquered but only on obtaining ruling control, riches, and perhaps slaves.35 Moreover, there seemed nothing in terms of a unified, vital, or profitable maritime or commercial life in North Africa and Spain that appeared worth milking. Al-Balgdhuri's failure to mention an active Mediterranean commercial life of course does not deny its existence. Still, if it did exist, it should have surfaced in some way in these narratives of conquerors enriching themselves and the Islamic state.
Third, a few raiding horsemen could traverse vast distances into North Africa and Spain with next to no opposition. The Arab invaders found the disparate isolated towns succumbing quickly to them. Except for Sicily, the Arabs did not require a fleet to effect the conquests described by alBalgdhuri. Ta'r* had to commandeer local ships to cross the Straits of Gibraltar. The picture is like the one painted by Hodges and Whitehouse, who talk about a "generalized demographic decline"36 having occurred in the West.
Conclusions
Any evaluation of Pirenne's Thesis from a Muslim point of view must depend upon components from sources such as al-Balzdhuri, and alBalzdhuri's contribution cannot validate Pirenne's claim that Muslims disrupted a unified network of Mediterranean commercial activity. Between 650and 800CE, significant East-West trade in the Mediterranean did not exist. The accumulating evidence supports the view that after 400 CE, the western Mediterranean entered a long period of gradual disintegration of central Roman institutions. Pirenne himself admits that unified political control had crumbled and that culture, the arts, literature, and science were all in regression; there was pessimism and disc~uragement.~~ The Arabs took advantage and penetrated these poor, provincial, fragmented areas, but there seemed hardly anything in North Africa or Spain of a profitable nature to be exploited. They deemed the area a backwater. Instead of claiming that Arab invaders had shattered an enduring Roman mercantile unity, as Pirenne does, it is more accurate to conclude that the commercial infrastructure and trading facilities of the Roman Empire had disintegrated on the one hand and had yet to be reconstituted by any stable, unified power on the other. During this period in the western Mediterranean areas, Muslims were fighting on land as much with themselves as with the conquered peoples, Pirenne's portrayal of a monolithic Islamic power repelling Christians northward from the Mediterranean is difficult to accept. The Carolingians, who, like the Muslims, had no western Mediterranean fleet, could procure what they wanted from Byzantium through Italy or the North Sea.38 The triumphant Muslim warrior class was uninterested in the humdrum arts of Mediterranean commerce. Perhaps Charlemagne shared this trait in common with them.
What does it say about western historiography that Pirenne's thesis endures as it does while a quantity of evidence has been marshalled against it? A possible clue lies in Bruce Lyon's 1972 statement that he finds no thesis more credible or convincing on the enigma of the end of the ancient world and the beginning of the Middle Ages.39 The evidence against the Pirenne Thesis implies that there was no single "ancient world" to be conquered by the Muslims; that is, there was no enigma to begin with. Decay from within is a part of human institutional and political existence as much to be expected as the flowering of the same institutions. Such a view is problematic to those who see human history and destiny in linear or developmental terms in which all change occurs because of power struggles, and the stronger survivor dictates the new terms.
Like Pirenne, there are those who judge the appearance of the GrecoRoman world as a valuable "forward step" and its disappearance in the West as an unsettling "backward step" that must be explained by invoking an outside power as the cause. I prefer instead to draw the more sober lesson that every socio-political structure contains the seeds of its own inevitable ruin as well as of its own potential genius. No stronger alien power needs to be blamed in every case for causing cultural, political, social, and economic disintegration. In spite of such observations, what I appreciate about Pirenne is something that he and his supporters had perhaps not intended: namely, to remind us that the history of the West must be seen in global perspective, alongside the history of the Arabs and the Byzantines. I am grateful to Dr. Lori Anne Ferrell of the School of Theology at Claremont, California, and to Dr. Carl Emst, recently of Pomona College, California, and now at the University of North Carolina, for their advice and encouragement in the preparation of this article. I am solely responsible for the opinions andlor errors which it contains.
2. The Havighurst editions contain only two treatments of the Pirenne Thesis that utilize an Islamic source or point of view to any degree. Both essays are from the 1940s. An
